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Forward, Ever Forward

Patriotic Marching Song

Words and Music by GEO. T. JOHNSON

Piano

Moderato time
With energy and distinction.

Fling out the Starry banner, Let all the nations
Oh how our hearts were burning, When flashed through this broad

know; That in the cause of freedom, We're
land; That glorious news, for freedom, A-

out to face the foe: We'll stand behind our
mer - i - ca will stand: Unfurled we then old
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leader,

One hundred million strong,

A

glory,

That flag ne'er stained with wrong.

Whilst

might-y host, from coast to coast, And this shall be our song.

O'er and o'er, on sea and shore, A rose this might-y song.

Chorus Slower but with great vigor

Forward, ever forward loyal brave and

Marcato.

free,

Strike for home and country, Strike for
God and Liberty; We will show the boast ing

Kaiser. That he may not us defy And be-

neath our glorious ensign, We will conquer or
die.
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TRY THESE ON YOUR PIANO

A Mansion Of Dreams.

Words by
C. M. Denison.

Chorus.
Verse lent. With much expression.

'Twàs only a Mansion of dreams I know, Yet it crumbled out a

life when it fell, A poor aching heart and a woeful un-

rest in a tale that the years arrayed fell, For an

long as the sun evening shadow falls and heaven's star high

bore brightness glooms, I will miss you dear no as the

true, That I'm giving to you my heart in the heart of the rose.
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